Terms of Reference

The lengthy terms of reference are not included here, but it is worth highlighting the Preamble of the Act and the stated purpose of the review:

NORTHERN TERRITORY ABORIGINAL SACRED SITES ACT

Preamble

An Act to effect a practical balance between the recognized need to preserve and enhance Aboriginal cultural tradition in relation to certain land in the Territory and the aspirations of the Aboriginal and all other peoples of the Territory for their economic, cultural and social advancement, by establishing a procedure for the protection and registration of sacred sites, providing for entry onto sacred sites and the conditions to which such entry is subject, establishing a procedure for the avoidance of sacred sites in the development and use of land and establishing an Authority for the purposes of the Act and a procedure for the review of decisions of the Authority by the Minister, and for related purposes.

The purpose of the Sacred Site Processes and Outcomes Review (the review) is to investigate the extent to which the Northern Territory Aboriginal Sacred Sites Act 1989 (the Act) supports economic development in the Northern Territory. The review will examine the scope and operation of the Act as well as the strategic and day-to-day operations of the Aboriginal Areas protection authority (AAPA), the statutory authority set up by the Act to carry out the functions set out within it. The review should provide advice on:

1. Areas in which the Act might be strengthened to improve protections for sacred sites
2. Areas in which the Act might be strengthened to reduce red tape and provide certainty and improved processes for economic development in the Northern Territory
3. Ways in which AAPA can:
   a. become more efficient
   b balance the need for development with the need for protection of sacred sites.
Executive Summary

The Central Land Council (CLC) thoroughly supports the statutory protection afforded to sacred sites under the **Northern Territory Aboriginal Sacred Sites Act** (Sacred Sites Act) and the **Aboriginal Land Rights (Northern Territory) Act 1976** (ALRA). The NT is the only jurisdiction in Australia that provides sacred sites with such protection and should rightly be proud of this achievement and the recognition it affords to Aboriginal people in the NT. Such protections mean that Aboriginal people can safely support development proposals on their land in the comfort that their sacred sites will be adequately protected in the face of such developments.

It must be recognised that the ALRA underpins the sacred site protection regime in the NT; by allowing the Territory to make laws to protect, or prevent the desecration of, sacred sites in the NT, by providing the Land Councils with functions to ensure the protection of sacred sites, and making it an offence to enter or remain on land that is a sacred site. These provisions act as a safeguard to ensure the integrity of the NT’s sacred site protection regime. These provisions remain robust and relevant and this review should not recommend any amendments be made to the ALRA.

It is the long-standing experience of the CLC that Aboriginal people are supportive of sustainable development and willing for their land to provide opportunities for employment and income for their benefit. However, this is only true insofar as they can be confident that sacred sites are not at risk. Any changes to the Sacred Sites Act that in any way diminish the protection of sacred sites would be opposed by Aboriginal land owners and holders of native title, and would risk development proposals receiving substantially reduced support. Despite the clear inference in the terms of reference for this review that sacred site protection impedes development, the CLC asserts that a proper site protection regime actually increases the prospect that Aboriginal land owners will consent to third party development proposals, in addition to driving their own development agenda.

The CLC has identified a range of proposed amendments to the Sacred Sites Act and also developed recommendations regarding the operations of the Aboriginal Areas Protection Authority (AAPA). These recommendations are aimed at enhancing the workability of the sacred site protection regime without compromising site protection. Central to these proposals is the need to ensure the AAPA is independent and provided with sufficient resources to enable it to carry out its functions, including site registration in addition to fee for service work. Removing the ability for the Minister to over-ride AAPA decisions regarding site protection (s.32(1)(b)) is essential. The CLC also proposes a range of reforms that will assist to clarify the respective roles of the CLC and the AAPA, recognise the CLC Sacred Site Clearance Certificates, and generally improve collaboration. If implemented, the recommendations below will safeguard the integrity of the sacred site protection regime in the NT, improve workability and substantially improve the relationship between the CLC and the AAPA.
Recommendations

**Recommendation 1:** That no amendments be made to the *Sacred Sites Act* without first obtaining the explicit consent of the AAPA Board and the four Territory Land Councils.

**Recommendation 2:** That the ALRA provisions relating to sacred site protection remain robust and relevant, namely:
- Section 69 of the ALRA which makes it an offence for a person to enter or remain on land in the NT that it a sacred site;
- Section 23(1)(ba) which provides land councils with the responsibility to assist Aboriginal people to protect sacred sites, whether or not the sites are on Aboriginal land; and,
- Section 73(1)(a) which allows the Territory to make laws to protect or prevent the desecration of sacred sites in the NT;

and no amendments to the ALRA should be recommended by this review.

**Recommendation 3:** That the review highlights the critical and positive link between effective sacred site protection and the Aboriginal land owner consent to development proposals.

**Recommendation 4:** That the *Sacred Sites Act* be amended to provide a defence to a prosecution for an offence against subsection 34(1) if it is proved that the defendant carried out the work on or used the sacred site with, and in accordance with the conditions of, either a Sacred Site Clearance Certificate provided by a Land Council or an Authority Certificate. Similarly the offence provision s.37 should include reference to a Sacred Site Clearance Certificate provided by a Land Council.

**Recommendation 5:** That the *Sacred Sites Act* be amended to repeal the provision providing for the relevant Minister to override AAPA decisions subject to review (s.32 (1)(b)).

**Recommendation 6:** That the *Sacred Sites Act* be amended to accommodate a review process for a custodian or traditional owner who is aggrieved by an AAPA decision.

**Recommendation 7:** That ‘legacy’ Authority Certificates issued more than 10 years ago be declared void and the holders of such certificates be required to reapply.

**Recommendation 8:** That the AAPA be given the ability to retract certificates where new information has become available which is material to the certificate.

**Recommendation 9:** That the AAPA be resourced sufficiently to allow for timely processing of Authority Certificates, and a statutory timeframe is not imposed.

**Recommendation 10:** That sacred site clearances for undefined developments over broad areas not be contemplated as a means to increase processing times or facilitate development outcomes.
**Recommendation 11**: That the *Sacred Sites Act* should be amended to make certificates compulsory once certain development thresholds are reached, except where there is an alternative agreement with the relevant Land Council.

**Recommendation 12**: Consideration be given to the AAPA being capable of determining and holding a bond from a developer in appropriate cases. In the event of site damage due to a breach of the act the bond would be available as the basis for compensation direct to affected custodians.

**Recommendation 13**: That compensation for site damage be negotiated according to the nature of the site and the damage, not subject to a statutory damages payment scheme and fines.

**Recommendation 14**: That the review give consideration to amending the act to refine the definition of ignorance in relation to breaches of section 34(1) and 35 of the *Sacred Sites Act*.

**Recommendation 15**: That the Northern Territory government and the AAPA take steps to increase the profile of sacred site protection, the *Sacred Sites Act* and the role of the AAPA within the Northern Territory.

**Recommendation 16**: That in relation to board nominations section 6(2) be amended such that the Land Council may be permitted to simply nominate the required members for their region, and section (6) be amended to allow the Land Councils 90 rather than 60 days to provide nominations before the Administrator can act to appoint.

**Recommendation 17**: That the process of staggering board membership to provide for continuity of experience be investigated and implemented.
Introduction

The Central Land Council (CLC) welcomes this opportunity to provide a submission to the Northern Territory Government’s Sacred Sites Processes and Outcomes Review.

The CLC is a corporate entity established under the *Aboriginal Land Rights (Northern Territory) Act 1976* (‘ALRA’). Amongst other functions, it has statutory responsibilities for Aboriginal land acquisition and land management in the southern half of the Northern Territory. The CLC is also a Native Title Representative Body established under the *Native Title Act 1993* (‘NTA’). Pursuant to the ALRA more than 50% of the NT is now held by Aboriginal Land Trusts on behalf of traditional owners. The CLC region covers approximately 780,000 km² of land, and 417,318 km² is Aboriginal land under the ALRA. Given existing pastoral land was not able to be claimed this Aboriginal land tends to be very arid and remote. In addition, rights have been asserted and won under the NTA, and traditional owners unable to claim land under the ALRA have succeeded in obtaining rights to small areas known as Community Living Areas, under NT legislation.

Through its elected representative Council of 90 community delegates the CLC continues to represent the aspirations and interests of approximately 17,500 traditional landowners and other Aboriginal people resident in its region, on a wide range of land-based and socio-political issues.

The CLC aims to improve the lives and futures of its Aboriginal constituents through sustainable development and change. The CLC’s development approach is based on an integrated and strengths-based strategy of building economic, social and cultural capital. Significant work is being done under the various functions of the CLC in each of these related areas through initiatives in: natural and cultural resource management; the development of remote enterprise and employment pathways; innovative community development work, ensuring land owners use income generated from land use agreements for broad community benefit; and land administration and land use agreements for third parties and traditional owners, which of course includes sacred site protection and work area clearances.

Background

*Relationship between the ALRA and the Sacred Sites Act*

It must be recognised that the ALRA underpins the sacred site protection regime in the NT:

- Section 69 of the ALRA makes it an offence for a person to enter or remain on land in the NT that is a sacred site.

- Section 23(1)(ba) provides land councils with the responsibility to assist Aboriginal people to protect sacred sites, whether or not the sites are on Aboriginal land.

- Section 73(1)(a) allows the Territory to make laws to protect or prevent the desecration of sacred sites in the NT.
These provisions act as a safeguard to ensure the integrity of the NT’s sacred site protection regime. The ALRA provisions remain robust and relevant and this review should not recommend any amendments be made to the ALRA.

Consistent with ALRA s73(1) the Northern Territory Government enacted the *Aboriginal Sacred Sites Act 1978* soon after enactment of the ALRA. It was one of the first pieces of legislation passed by the NT’s new self-Government which also came into existence after the passing of the *Northern Territory (Self-Government) Act 1978*.

Sacred site protection legislation was surrounded in controversy in those early years and throughout the 1980s there were numerous attempts to amend the Act. The Aboriginal Areas Protection Authority (AAPA) 2013 – 2014 annual report\(^1\) recounts the history of the NT’s sacred site protection regime:

- In August 1986 Chief Minister Mr Stephen Hatton appointed a committee lead by the Solicitor General, Mr Brian Martin, to review legislation relating to sites of significance to Aboriginal people, including the *Aboriginal Sacred Sites Act 1978*.
- The review was tabled in Parliament on 25 August 1988. Key recommendations from the review included establishing a statutory authority to coordinate requests for protection of sacred sites and initiate prosecutions; giving the AAPA power to grant access and/or carry out work on sacred sites only after taking into account the wishes of Aboriginal people; accepting in principle that sites of significance to Aboriginal women should be dealt with by Aboriginal women, and that developers should be encouraged to consult with the Authority on sacred sites at an early stage in their project planning.
- On 12 October 1988 the Northern Territory Government introduced the *Aboriginal Areas Protection Bill (NT)* to the Assembly. The Bill was an attempt to strike a more effective balance between the protection of sacred sites and the development of the Territory, its people and resources. However the Bill did not proceed as there were concerns that it, and in particular the protection it extended to sacred sites, was incompatible with Section 73(1) of the *Land Rights Act*.
- The Government continued negotiations with the AAPA and Aboriginal Land Councils over amendments to the sacred sites legislation. The AAPA’s independence was seen as important in the resolution of difficult issues in relation to sacred sites and any proposed development in and around sites. These were difficult negotiations, and in the end the final product was the *Northern Territory Aboriginal Sacred Sites Act 1989* which was passed on 26 May 1989 and came into force on 15 August 1989.

The *Sacred Sites Act* has not been reviewed since this time, a period of 25 years.

The ALRA, on the other hand, has been reviewed numerous times since its enactment, leading to significant amendments to the act in 2006, and most recently in 2015. However none of these amendments were in relation to sacred site protection. The review conducted in 1998 by Mr Reeves QC (the Reeves Review) made a number of unsubstantiated and controversial

recommendations regarding the ALRA and the operation of the Land Councils generally, and also in relation to sacred site protection. The recommendations were oriented towards undermining the role and legitimacy of the Land Councils. The 1999 Parliamentary inquiry into the Reeves review rejected the majority of the more radical recommendations, such as the proposal to replace the existing Land Councils with 18 regional land councils.\(^2\)

In relation to sacred sites the Reeves review recommended that ss.23(1)(ba) and 69 of the ALRA be deleted, leaving the AAPA with sole responsibility for the protection of sacred sites in the NT.

Understandably this was widely condemned by the Land Councils, with the CLC asserting that:

> The Sacred Sites protections provisions currently contained in the ALRA together with the inconsistency provisions act as an assurance and a safeguard to ensure that the NT Government legislation, in relation to Sacred Sites, is not hollow and worthless. It is also important for the Land Councils to retain their role in relation to sacred sites as numerous Sacred Site issues arise from day to day interaction between Land Council and its constituents. To say to constituents, yes we have a role in relation to your land, but not in relation to the sites and places of significance situated upon the land would be nonsense. The Reviewer’s proposal is merely a means to diminish the capacity of the Land Council to act in protection of Aboriginal interests.

The Parliamentary inquiry noted the tensions between the Land Councils and AAPA, and recommended that:

> Recommendation 43 – The Minister for Indigenous Affairs liaise with the Northern Territory Minister for Aboriginal Development and the land councils to establish protocols for cooperation between the Northern Territory Aboriginal Areas Protection Authority and the land councils when fulfilling their functions under section 23(1)(ba) of the *Aboriginal Land Rights (Northern Territory) Act 1976.*\(^3\)

Consistent with this recommendation, the CLC and AAPA did commence negotiations towards a protocol in 2004 and 2005. Despite much hard work and good intentions these protocol negotiations did not succeed and were ultimately abandoned. Instead, the NT Government issued a clear policy directive that all NT agencies were required to obtain an AAPA certificate, even for areas of Aboriginal land. This only served to exacerbate tensions given the previous (informal) arrangement left Land Councils to manage sacred site protection work on Aboriginal land.

Given this background of tension regarding the operations of the *Sacred Sites Act* and interaction with the Land Councils it is timely and useful to review the operations of the *Sacred Sites Act* with a view to improving operations and coordination. It is disappointing, however, that the terms of reference so squarely frames this review as a competition between sacred site protection and economic development. It infers that sacred site protection is an inhibiting factor for economic

---


development and gives the strong impression that outcomes are likely to focus on greater ‘efficiencies’ in the sacred site process, and therefore diminished protection for sacred sites. It is the long-standing experience of the CLC that Aboriginal people are supportive of development and eager for their land to provide avenues for income for them. However, this is only true insofar as their sacred sites are not at risk. Any changes to the Sacred Sites Act that in any way diminish the protection of sacred sites would be opposed by Aboriginal land owners and holders of native title, and would result in development proposals having a substantially reduced support. Despite the clear inference in the terms of reference for this review that sacred site protection impedes development, the CLC asserts that an adequate site protection regime actually increases the prospect that Aboriginal land owners will consent to third party development proposals, and drive their own development agenda.

**Recommendation 1:** That no amendments be made to the Sacred Sites Act without first obtaining the explicit consent of the AAPA Board and the four Territory Land Councils.

**Recommendation 2:** That the ALRA provisions relating to sacred site protection remain robust and relevant, namely:
- Section 69 of the ALRA which makes it an offence for a person to enter or remain on land in the NT that it a sacred site;
- Section 23(1)(ba) which provides land councils with the responsibility to assist Aboriginal people to protect sacred sites, whether or not the sites are on Aboriginal land; and,
- Section 73(1)(a) which allows the Territory to make laws to protect or prevent the desecration of sacred sites in the NT; and no amendments to the ALRA should be recommended by this review.

**Recommendation 3:** That the review highlights the critical and positive link between effective sacred site protection and the Aboriginal land owner consent to development proposals.

**CLC approach to sacred site protection**

Sacred sites are places of deep spiritual significance and are an integral part of Aboriginal culture. Their protection is vital for the continuation of religious and cultural traditions and as a source of identity for Aboriginal people. Consistent with our functions, the CLC assists Aboriginal people to protect their sacred sites by ensuring that every development proposal that comes before the Council (including exploration and mining, infrastructure and road works) is subject to site clearance (work area clearance process).

A site clearance is triggered by a request to work on Aboriginal land, and it is completed prior to the proposed commencement date of the work. Through the clearance process, traditional owners gain a sound understanding of the request and its impact on their land, enabling them to make informed decisions about it.
The first step in the site clearance process, and in consultations about any other proposal, involves identifying the traditional owners of the land in question. This is vital, as it is the CLC’s statutory responsibility to ensure traditional landowners are correctly identified. The Land Council must 'consult with traditional Aboriginal owners of Aboriginal land in the area of the Land Council with respect to any proposal relating to the use of the land'. The statutory responsibility is a direct expression of the central rights of Aboriginal land owners, under their own traditions and systems of land tenure, to be asked about use of or activity upon their land.

Once the traditional owners are identified, CLC staff (and representatives of those submitting the work program) discuss the land use proposal with them to ensure they are fully informed of, and understand the nature and scope of, the request. In this way, the Land Council ascertains 'the wishes' of traditional owners 'as to the management of land'. If the traditional owners are, in principle, in favour of the work proceeding, they and CLC staff travel across the country covered by the proposal. Through this clearance activity, traditional owners are able, where they deem necessary, to place any culturally sensitive areas off limits or subject works to particular restrictions. The CLC also ensures that the wishes of traditional owners regarding activities on their lands are made known to those making the requests.

The two functions of seeking consent for proposals and protecting sacred sites in the context of those proposals are naturally joined exercises for which the land councils have appropriate authority and expertise. The AAPA cannot provide consent for works on any tenure of land. In relation to Aboriginal land, it is only the land councils that have statutory duties to consult the traditional owners and seek their consent for works. On Aboriginal land this consent is required regardless of the possession of an Authority Certificate. References to the duplication of processes between the AAPA and the CLC consistently fail to recognise the crucial statutory duty of the CLC to obtain the consent of the landowners for use of their land. Given these statutory requirements, it is the AAPA that duplicates the process of the land councils on Aboriginal land, not the reverse.

This process also occurs for development proposals on non-Aboriginal land. Pursuant to the Native Title Act 1993, native title holders are identified and the CLC seeks to negotiate agreements with proponents, including the negotiation of Indigenous Land Use Agreements. Given the lesser rights afforded to native title holders, as compared with traditional owners under the ALRA, the CLC is not able to compel proponents to agree to negotiate with native title holders, nor can native title holders exercise a veto right over development proposals.

Each year the CLC receives numerous requests from government agencies, public sector corporations, mining and other commercial interests seeking permission from Aboriginal landowners and native title holders to undertake a diverse range of activities on their lands. In 2013 – 2014 the CLC issued 137 sacred site clearance certificates in relation to Aboriginal culture and heritage maintenance, while 145 sacred site clearance certificates were issued in 2014-2015. The CLC also conducted anthropological research or gave anthropological advice about Aboriginal culture and heritage for a wide range of purposes:
CLC sacred site clearance certificate

Any person who proposes to carry out work on Aboriginal land is required to obtain a CLC Sacred Site Clearance Certificate. An application form must be completed and submitted to the CLC with supporting documentation. The CLCs website sets out the process for applying for a CLC sacred site certificate. Obtaining a CLC Sacred Site Clearance Certificate serves a two-fold purpose. First, it aims to prevent damage to, and interference with, Aboriginal sacred sites. The certificate achieves this by setting out conditions in relation to entering and working on the subject land. An applicant, when applying for a certificate, agrees to be bound by the conditions of the certificate. Second, a CLC Sacred Site certificate serves to protect the Applicant against prosecution for entering, damaging, or interfering with sacred sites under the Sacred Sites Act and the ALRA. It achieves this by providing the applicant with documentary evidence that the custodians and traditional Aboriginal owners of the subject land have been consulted and consent to the Applicant's proposed works. Applications are logged in a register and all certificates are signed, numbered and their details recorded.

In cases where the particular activity is not subject to a formal legal agreement or lease that provides consent, the certificate also provides surety that the traditional owners of the land have been consulted about the activity and consent to it.

After receiving an application, the CLC will consult with traditional Aboriginal owners of the subject land about the proposed works. In some cases the CLC will have standing instructions and further consultations will not be necessary. If the CLC is satisfied that the proposed work program does not present a risk of damage to or interference with a sacred site, and the traditional Aboriginal owners consent to the works on that basis, the CLC will issue a Sacred Site Clearance Certificate to the applicant. The Certificate will include conditions to protect sacred sites.

In relation to non-Aboriginal land, the CLC Sacred Site Clearance Certificate may be a condition of an agreement between the Applicant and the CLC in relation to works on non-Aboriginal land. If a person is proposing to carry out work on non-Aboriginal land and there is no agreement between the Applicant and the CLC requiring a CLC Sacred Site Clearance Certificate, the Applicant may

---

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Exploration and mining on Aboriginal land</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exploration and mining on native title land</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Telecommunications infrastructure</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Community infrastructure</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Road works</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Land management activities</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Site damage investigation</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Infrastructure</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Repatriation and miscellaneous</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genealogical information requests</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>241</strong></td>
<td><strong>173</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
need to obtain an Authority Certificate from the AAPA in order to protect itself against prosecution under the *Sacred Sites Act*.

The CLC seeks to recover the costs of certain consultations with traditional Aboriginal owners, primarily those relating to resource exploration. Costs are determined on a case-by-case basis and are calculated using an established schedule of fees and charges. Obtaining a CLC Sacred Site Certificate for other purposes (community infrastructure, roads etc) generally does not incur a fee, except in the case of major projects.

Where cooperation is warranted the CLC does collaborate with the AAPA in the issue of Authority Certificates. It is usually the case that these are developments of a major nature, across multiple tenures, where it makes sense for the CLC and AAPA to work together to minimise repetitive consultations. Examples include the Darwin – Alice Springs railway, the NBN fibre optic cable along the railway corridor and the Barkley highway, and the Molyhil and Wonara phosphate mine proposals. The site clearance aspects for these projects have proceeded well and been completed in a timely fashion considering the difficult nature of such infrastructure projects.

There is further discussion and recommendations below regarding better alignment of the work of the CLC and the AAPA in relation to sacred site protection and the issuing of certificates.

### CLC Response to Key Review Areas

Before noting views under each of the eight headings set out in the terms of reference document, this submission first provides recommendations relating to the first objective of the review relating to improving sacred site protection.

#### Improving sacred site protection

**Land Council site clearance certificates should have the same legal affect as an Authority Certificate in terms of defences (the defence or ‘indemnity’ issue)**

The CLC recognises that there is currently unnecessary duplication in the work being undertaken by AAPA and CLC. This is a result of AAPA duplicating some of the functions that are already carried out by Land Councils whilst seeking consents or approvals under the ALRA or the *Native Title Act 1993*. Under the ALRA, the CLC’s functions are to protect the interests of traditional Aboriginal owners of Aboriginal land (s23 1(b)) and to assist Aboriginals in the taking of measures likely to assist in the protection of sacred sites on land (whether or not Aboriginal land) in the area of the Land Council (s23 1(ba)). Furthermore, under the section 203BB of the *Native Title Act 1993*, the CLC’s functions are to assist registered native title bodies corporate, native title holders and persons who may hold native title in consultations, mediations, negotiations and proceedings relating to native title applications, future acts, ILUAs and other agreements, rights of access conferred under the Act, and any other matters relating to native title or the operation of the Act. For these reasons, the CLC strongly asserts the right to represent the traditional owners of land across all areas of responsibility, including site protection.

Under section 19B of the *Sacred Site Act*, “a person who proposes to use or carry out work on land may apply to the Authority... for an Authority Certificate” and under section 19F, AAPA is required to consult with custodians of sacred sites regarding Authority Certificate applications. Because
AAPA duplicates some of the functions carried out by Land Councils in the protection of sacred sites, proponents can be confused as to which organisation they should apply to for a sacred sites clearance. We understand that current NT government policy requires government departments to apply for AAPA Authority Certificates for proposed works, regardless of whether the CLC is already undertaking site clearances for the same proposed works. Similar advice is provided to development proponents by government departments. Such duplication is unnecessary and inefficient. The CLC acknowledges that the duplication of site clearance work leads to a waste of limited resources; confusion for traditional owners about why they are being consulted twice by different people about the same proposal; and the potential for delay, confusion and additional costs for proponents.

The NT Government has previously asserted that the way through this impasse is for the CLC to undertake the work and provide the information for the AAPA to issue an Authority Certificate. There are a number of reasons why the CLC believes that this process is inappropriate, including the fact that AAPA cannot ensure the privacy/secrecy of the information provided about sacred sites because they are obliged to make this information public on the Register of Sacred Sites. Furthermore, the CLC has found this process to be administratively cumbersome, and it wastes the time and resources of both organisations. It is the CLC’s firm legal opinion that a Certificate issued by the CLC is sufficient in providing the applicant with a defence against prosecution under section 36 of the Sacred Sites Act. It is therefore an unnecessary administrative duplication for AAPA to require the CLC to provide a report to AAPA for the issuing of an Authority Certificate, when the CLC has already issued a Sacred Sites Clearance Certificate to the proponent.

The CLC submits that this Government policy position should be amended and advice provided to all developers and government departments that they can choose to apply for a CLC or an AAPA certificate, depending on the circumstance, but that it not necessary to apply to both organisations. Developers and government departments should also be advised that under the Land Rights Act, they must apply directly to the relevant Land Council for site clearances in relation to proposed works on Aboriginal land. In addition, where developers/government departments have commitments under ILUAs or Joint Management agreements to apply for Land Council site clearances, they should apply directly to the relevant Land Council. AAPA Authority Certificates are not necessary and do not add value nor additional protection for sites in these circumstances.

The CLC asserts that a change in government policy as outlined above would result in improved site protection and a significant reduction in delays for processing applications. It would also enable a far more cooperative relationship between the CLC and AAPA.

The CLC recommends that the Sacred Sites Act be amended to include reference to Land Council Sacred Site Clearance Certificates. The suggested amendments below would help clear up the ‘grey areas’ in the current legislation and provide more clarity to developers regarding the ability of Land Council Sacred Site Clearance Certificates to provide indemnity under the Sacred Sites Act.

Suggested amendments to the Sacred Sites Act are:

- s.34 “Work on a sacred site”:
  
  (1) Current wording applies
It is a defence to a prosecution for an offence against subsection (1) if it is proved that the defendant carried out the work on or used the sacred site with, and in accordance with the conditions of, an Authority Certificate or Land Council Sacred Site Clearance Certificate permitting the defendant to do so.

- s.37 “Contravention of sites avoidance conditions” wording should be changed to:
  A person who contravenes or fails to comply with a condition of an Authority Certificate, or Land Council Sacred Site Clearance Certificate relating to work which may be done on or use that may be made of land and by so doing causes damage to a sacred site or distress to a custodian of a sacred site, is guilty of an offence.
  
  Maximum penalty: Either
  a) In the case of a natural person – 200 penalty units or imprisonment for 12 months.
  In the case of a body corporate – 1000 penalty units. Or,
  b) A payment of a mutually agreed amount of compensation to the custodians of the site.

- Definitions: “Sacred Site Clearance Certificate” means a certificate issued by a Northern Territory Land Council, which stipulates site protection conditions relevant to the proposed works.

**Recommendation 4:** That the *Sacred Sites Act* be amended to provide a defence to a prosecution for an offence against subsection 34(1) if it is proved that the defendant carried out the work on or used the sacred site with, and in accordance with the conditions of either a Sacred Site Clearance Certificate provided by a Land Council or an Authority Certificate. Similarly the offence provision s.37 should include reference to a Sacred Site Clearance Certificate provided by a Land Council.

**Removing the Ministerial Override (s.32(b))**

In the case where an applicant has sought a review of a decision of the AAPA, the relevant Minister is provided with the power to override a decision of the AAPA (s.32(1)(b)). Specifically, the Minister is able to either uphold decisions of the AAPA, or proceed to issue an Authority Certificate regardless of AAPA advice. The CLC submits that this provision undermines the integrity and intent of the *Sacred Sites Act* and should be repealed. Further, the current provisions are biased in that they give a review avenue only to a certificate applicant who is aggrieved by an AAPA decision, and not a custodian or traditional owner who is aggrieved by an AAPA decision.

Further, it can be argued that the ministerial override is ultra vires and conflicts with the power from ALRA to ‘protect sites’. The NT, as a Commonwealth territory, has no plenary powers and obtains its legislative power through various Commonwealth Acts, particularly the *Self-Government Act 1978* but also through the Land Rights Act. The head of power for the *Sacred Sites Act* specifically derives from ALRA s.73(1)(a) which enables the Legislative Assembly of the Northern Territory to make ‘laws providing for the protection of, and the prevention of the desecration of, sacred sites in the Northern Territory’. The section provides;
73 Reciprocal legislation of the Northern Territory

(1) The power of the Legislative Assembly of the Northern Territory under the Northern Territory (Self-Government) Act 1978 in relation to the making of laws extends to the making of:

(a) laws providing for the protection of, and the prevention of the desecration of, sacred sites in the Northern Territory, including sacred sites on Aboriginal land, and, in particular, laws regulating or authorizing the entry of persons on those sites, but so that any such laws shall provide for the right of Aboriginals to have access to those sites in accordance with Aboriginal tradition and shall take into account the wishes of Aboriginals relating to the extent to which those sites should be protected;....

However, the provision does not extend the legislative ability of the Northern Territory to provide a Minister with power to authorise works on a site or enable the destruction nor desecration of a site. If the AAPA has issued an Authority Certificate in order to protect sacred sites it would be beyond the power extended by s.73(1)(a) for a Minister to issue a Minister’s certificate which would have the effect (one presumes, given the decision of the AAPA over which review is sought) of authorising works on a site that would lead to damage of a site.

Recommendation 5: That the Sacred Sites Act be amended to repeal the provision providing for the relevant Minister to override AAPA decisions subject to review (s.32 (1)(b)).

Recommendation 6: That the Sacred Sites Act be amended to accommodate a review process for a custodian or traditional owner who is aggrieved by an AAPA decision.

Legacy certificates
The CLC is aware that there are many certificates issued prior to 2000 that are purportedly still valid and are still used for works by Government Departments. There are a number of problems with certificates of such an age. The sacred site protections and activities dealt with in such certificates may not be known by current senior custodians and they can become concerned about works occurring of which they are not informed. These certificates were usually issued with a much lower level of accuracy in the recording of locations of sacred sites and related restricted work areas. Current mapping and GPS technology is far superior to methods previously employed. Current certificates older than 10 years should be made void as a matter of course and the holder of such a Certificate should have to reapply.

Recommendation 7: That ‘legacy’ Authority Certificates issued more than 10 years ago be declared void and the holders of such certificates be required to reapply.

Capacity to retract and re-issue certificates.
The AAPA requires the ability to retract certificates in reasonable circumstances without fear of litigation. The capacity is required as new information may arise regarding the significance of a particular site or area that was not previously available. A development may proceed in ways not expected under the original certificate and that custodians may consider would put sacred sites at a higher level of risk. The custodians of a sacred site should not experience undue distress where there is a possibility to address a potential problem. This would also address point 6 of the review,
where it is recognised that there may be a need for the AAPA to intervene where an Authority Certificate has been issued but there are concerns remaining regarding protection of sacred sites.

**Recommendation 8**: That the AAPA be given the ability to retract certificates where new information has become available which is material to the certificate.

*Reducing red-tape and improvement of timeframes*

**Guaranteed funding for the operations of the AAPA**

The review specifically seeks comments on matters that would improve the effectiveness of the AAPA in protecting sacred sites and enabling development. It is the view of the CLC that ensuring that the AAPA has sufficient funding to promptly address its statutory duties is essential. It is disingenuous of the NT Government to question the effectiveness of the AAPA when it appears that resources are not being provided to ensure it is able to undertake its functions adequately. It is particularly noticeable that the AAPA is increasingly confined to work relating to the issuing of Authority Certificates for which a fee for service can be charged, at the expense of sacred site registration processes. For example in 2001-2002 the AAPA entered a total of 53 sites onto the sacred site register\(^4\), while in 2013-2014 the Authority entered only 12 sites onto the register\(^5\).

While the CLC fully comprehends that numbers alone cannot capture the variation in complexity and time required for any one registration, we believe it is still indicative of the way the AAPA has to prioritise fee for service work over more proactive site registration and protection work.

The CLC further suggests that guaranteed funding would ensure the independence of the AAPA and enable it to most effectively carry out its statutory duties in an environment free of political influence. Such a guarantee of independence would provide Aboriginal custodians with much comfort in the protection of their sacred sites and would in the opinion of the CLC actually facilitate development that is appropriate, in an environment of respect for sacred sites. This funding should potentially come from the monies gathered by the NT Government from statutory royalties from mining on Aboriginal land.

**Improving timeframes**

The CLC agrees that prompt provision of Authority Certificates is an effective method of protecting sacred sites and facilitating development. However, forcing legislative timeframes upon the issue of certificates is not an appropriate mechanism to ensure that development proceeds.

Consultations with Aboriginal custodians can be subject to a number of pressures such as required attendance at sorry business or summer ceremonies. Further, some developments may need to be considered for a lengthy period of time by custodians in order for groups to work through complex issues and to ensure that they are comfortable with such development in proximity to their sacred sites. The CLC finds that in some respects, such as the issue of register inspections, the AAPA is very prompt. In other ways the AAPA does appear to be under a significant load and responses to simple administrative questions are very lengthy.


An effective way to aid prompt provision of Authority Certificates is to ensure that the AAPA is sufficiently well resourced to undertake the works, as discussed above. Clarity and a greater emphasis within the NTG on the importance of the protection of sacred sites would also alert developers earlier in the process, ensuring that they conduct due diligence checks. It is insufficient on the part of developers to claim that they were unaware of the need for an Authority Certificate until very late in the process. The NT Government must provide sufficient advice to developers on the required processes, and emphasise the importance of sacred site protection to Aboriginal Territorians.

**Recommendation 9**: That the AAPA be resourced sufficiently to allow for timely processing of Authority Certificates, and a statutory timeframe is not imposed.

**Investigation of a system of site clearances for broader areas**

The CLC is broadly opposed to the provision of site clearance over broad areas that then denies custodians ongoing involvement in the development or the opportunity to revisit their protections as a development advances or alters. Custodians need to consider particular activities and their impact or otherwise on sites. Their considerations are often in relation to the particular activity. Where a particular development changes, custodians require the ability to revisit their instructions and revise them if necessary. Site clearance over broad areas may thus result in an increased risk of damage to sacred sites. For these reasons, site clearance over broad areas would be culturally inappropriate and would discriminate against Aboriginal custodians who are exercising their traditional responsibilities to care for sacred sites.

From a cost point of view, broad area clearances would be expensive, time consuming and generally not necessary except in cases of particular developments such as a mine site or agricultural development. The CLC accepts that at a certain stage in a development clearance over large areas may be required, but that such an approach should be restricted and assessed on a case-by-case basis between the developer and the AAPA. An application for an Authority Certificate can certainly accommodate such a request.

The CLC is unclear how the AAPA can extend the validity of certificates, given that proponents are given two years to commence works. Certificates are not issued with an expiry date under the current regime to our knowledge.

**Recommendation 10**: That sacred site clearances for undefined developments over broad areas not be contemplated as a means to increase processing times or facilitate development outcomes.

**Aligning the Sacred Sites Act with other NT regulatory frameworks**

The CLC is supportive of the government taking measures to incorporate the *Sacred Sites Act* within other legislative and regulatory frameworks to provide greater clarity to developers regarding the need for sacred site clearances in the NT. However, any changes to other Acts would also need to acknowledge that the functions of AAPA cannot subsume the functions that Land Councils carry out under the ALRA and the Native Title Act. In other words, changes to other legislative frameworks should not stipulate that developers must apply to AAPA for an Authority Certificate; instead it should be made clear that an Authority Certificate application is only
necessary if there is no existing agreement with the relevant Land Council for a sacred site
clearance. Developers should be required to apply to either AAPA or the Land Council depending
on which organisation is the most appropriate in the circumstance.

In addition to amending other legislation to make reference to the Sacred Sites Act (and the Land
Rights and Native Title Acts), the CLC believes that the Sacred Sites Act should be amended to
make certificates compulsory once certain development thresholds are reached, except where
there is an alternative agreement with the relevant Land Council. Making certificates compulsory
for works above a certain threshold would have the twin virtues of ensuring a greater level of
protection for sites, and enabling the Authority to intervene in cases where sites are potentially at
risk from development where an Authority Certificate has not been sought. This would provide
the certainty that the review aims to achieve, in that there would be no question that an Authority
Certificate or Land Council certificate is required. Such a step would improve protections for
sacred sites. It would ensure that all developers are well aware of their need to protect sacred
sites, and would also mean that the defence of ignorance under section 36 of the Sacred Sites Act
could not be invoked in almost all cases. It is the view of the CLC that this would also be beneficial
to developers in that they would accept it early as a cost of doing business and put in applications
for Authority Certificates or Land Council certificates earlier in the development process, instead of
late in the process when it may delay the project at a crucial moment.

**Recommendation 11:** That the Sacred Sites Act should be amended to make certificates
compulsory once certain development thresholds are reached, except where there is an
alternative agreement with the relevant land council.

*Compensation where site damage has occurred*

The CLC thoroughly supports a scheme for providing compensation to the custodians of a site
where damage to a sacred site has caused distress. Currently, should a site be damaged, AAPA is
not able to pursue compensation on behalf of custodians. The only option is for prosecution,
which forces custodians through a long and drawn out process that is unfamiliar to them. Should
the prosecution be successful, any fines are payable to the NT Government. Arguably, the NT
Government has suffered no detriment, but the people who have suffered, the custodians of the
damaged site, receive nothing to address their concerns. This is completely contrary to norms of
natural justice and obligations under Aboriginal tradition. It is far more acceptable to Aboriginal
custodians that compensation is paid promptly and without argument, and the matter is resolved
without causing further grievance to an already distressed group of people.

Further, litigation is almost always expensive and protracted. In any reasonable view the money
spent on litigation would be better accepted by the custodians as compensation, rather than
enduring a court process that ultimately provides them with little or no satisfaction and may
actually increase their distress.

Should compensation provisions be introduced, the Act should provide that:
- Where an offence has occurred against section 33, 34(1) or 35, the alleged offender and
  the Land Council or AAPA (on behalf of the traditional owners) can agree on the payment of
  compensation as an alternative to taking the case for prosecution to court.
- Where no agreement can be reached, the Land Council or AAPA (on behalf of traditional owners) should be empowered to bring civil action for the recovery of compensation.

Consideration should be given to development of a bond mechanism, analogous to environmental/security bonds for mining companies, whereby for significant developments the AAPA may stipulate a bond from a developer in appropriate cases. This could then be used as the basis for negotiation of compensation direct to affected custodians.

The CLC does not accept that a schedule should be developed. In cases where compensation is required, it is up to the custodians involved as to what kind or level of compensation will be acceptable to them and will satisfy their grievances and resolve the issues appropriately. Compensation is and should be negotiated on a case by case basis according to nature of the site and the damage.

Recommendation 12: Consideration be given to the AAPA being capable of determining and holding a bond from a developer in appropriate cases. In the event of site damage due to a breach of the act the bond would be available as the basis for compensation direct to affected custodians.

Recommendation 13: That compensation for site damage be negotiated according to the nature of the site and the damage, not subject to a statutory damages payment scheme and fines.

Roles and relations with land councils: avoiding duplication; increasing certainty, cooperation and efficiencies

Roles and relations with land councils.

Implementation of the recommendations contained in this submission, particularly that relating to the recognition of the CLC Sacred Site Clearance Certificate in the Sacred Sites Act, would remove some points of tension between the CLC and the AAPA and substantially improve the relationship between the two organisations.

Reviewing the offence provisions in the Act

Refining the definition of ignorance.

The defence of ignorance in the event of site damage often prevents the AAPA from taking any action once a site is damaged. Given virtually any development of any scale should require some form of permission from the NT government, the government should ensure that its regulatory and compliance procedures ensure that all proponents are well aware of the need to protect sacred sites. The Act also states that ignorance can be claimed as a defence “if it is proved that the defendant had no reasonable grounds for suspecting that the sacred site was a sacred site”. The CLC argues that an average reasonable person can have little or no knowledge of Aboriginal tradition and therefore has little to no understanding of what might constitute a site under Aboriginal tradition. Aboriginal tradition is a complex body of knowledge that is held by the group of traditional owners and others entitled under Aboriginal tradition. Such knowledge is transmitted in ways particular to Aboriginal tradition and may be subject to restrictions on the basis of age, gender etc. It is the group of traditional owners who are expert in their traditions and
their sites. The group of traditional owners does not express their knowledge in usual circumstances to an average person outside of their group. It is thus virtually impossible for an average reasonable person to have any expectation that a site may be a sacred site. In this context it is insufficient for a person to claim they did not seek advice, therefore they are ignorant of the site, and therefore they can invoke the defence of ignorance. At minimum the defence provisions should be significantly altered or refined in relation to breaches of section 34(1) and 35 of the *Sacred Sites Act*. It is in these cases where the possibility of damage to a site is greatest, where the works will have required other regulatory or other approvals and hence the defendant, whilst perhaps ignorant of the fact that the sacred site is a sacred site, is not ignorant of the fact that there are statutory requirements to protect sacred sites in the face of such works. In combination with our proposal to make certificates compulsory, and changes to NTG regulatory and compliance regimes, the defence of ignorance should be capable of being invoked much less frequently.

**Recommendation 14:** That the review give consideration to amending the act to refine the definition of ignorance in relation to breaches of section 34(1) and 35 of the *Sacred Sites Act*.

**Recommendation 15:** That the Northern Territory government and the AAPA take steps to increase the profile of sacred site protection, the *Sacred Sites Act* and the role of the AAPA within the Northern Territory.

**The AAPA Board appointment process and terms of membership**

Currently the Land Councils are responsible for the majority of the nominations to the Board, and the CLC strongly supports a continuation of this process. It provides a clear and practical link to Aboriginal landowners across the Territory, and ensures members with cultural authority and knowledge are nominated to the Board. However, the CLC does recommend that the process be amended, as follows:

- Section 6(2) be amended such that the land council do not provide a panel of nominations but simply nominate the required members for their region.
- Section (6) be amended to allow the Land Councils 90 rather than 60 days to provide nominations before the Administrator can act

Further, the CLC is not opposed to the idea that the term of the Board members should be staggered, to provide greater continuity. The CLC would be strongly opposed to proposals to change the nomination process aimed at “increasing flexibility in how Board members are nominated”, if that were to mean that the Land Councils were not able to continue to nominate the majority of Board members.

**Recommendation 16:** That in relation to board nominations section 6(2) be amended such that the Land Council may be permitted to simply nominate the required members for their region, and section (6) be amended to allow the Land Councils 90 rather than 60 days to provide nominations before the Administrator can act to appoint.

**Recommendation 17:** That the process of staggering board membership to provide for continuity of experience be investigated and implemented.
Determining the use and protection of sacred site information – creating certainty

The CLC has reservations about the appropriateness of publically providing information about sacred sites. It is not clear to the CLC how the public register might reduce processing times and drive development. There are a number of problems with the use of the public register and the information it conveys. With the exception of registered sites, the majority of the information on sites on the register is indicative only. The register is not a complete record of all sacred sites in the Territory and accurate instructions regarding how sites can be best protected can only be provided in an Authority Certificate or equivalent certificate issued by Land Council. Checking the public register, whilst it may be a step in the due diligence processes for developers, does not avoid the need for them to apply for Authority Certificates. Some developers may assume, innocently or otherwise, that possession of a register inspection is sufficient to protect sacred sites. This is despite the disclaimer AAPA routinely provides in a letter format. This is particularly the case for smaller, poorly resourced developers and/or individuals.

Despite these reservations, CLC is cautiously supportive of a proposed web-based portal to provide information to applicants about sacred sites within a given area at the point of application, provided that this information is provided in such a manner that applicants are advised of the limitations of the information.

Whilst again not avoiding the need for Authority Certificates for works, it is an argument for increasing certainty that the AAPA is provided with more resources to enable it to register sites more frequently, thus providing greater clarity up front about areas where development is highly unlikely to be acceptable to custodians.

Conclusion

The CLC has welcomed this opportunity to contribute to the review of the Sacred Sites Act, given its importance for Aboriginal Territorians and the constituents of the CLC. Our recommendations are soundly based in our long experience in matters of consulting traditional Aboriginal owners and the protection of their sacred sites. If implemented, the recommendations in this submission will safeguard the integrity of the sacred site protection regime in the NT, improve the workability of the Sacred Sites Act, and substantially improve the relationship between the CLC and the AAPA. It must be emphasised, however, that any changes to the Sacred Sites Act that in any way diminish the protection of sacred sites would be strongly opposed by the CLC and Aboriginal land owners and holders of native title, and would risk development proposals receiving substantially reduced support.